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1. In this paper we shall be concerned with the well known (0,1)
method of limiting a sequence, viz. taking the limit of {tn}:
we shall also be concerned with Abel's method defined by
00
lim (I-x) I S1& x".
_1- k-1
For both of these methods membership of the set E is a Tauberian
condition, where
This condition is in many ways the best possible, and certainly cannot
be improved from O(Ijn) to O(f(n)jn), f(n) t 00, see (2). However we shall
show in this paper that using the topology generated by the sup norm, i.e.
Ilsll = sup ISnl,
"
membership in the closure E of E is a 'I'auberian condition for both these
methods.
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We first prove:
THEOREM 1. If s is limited by the Abel method and sEE, then 6
is bounded.
PROOF : We suppose lis - 811 < e where 8E E; let
00
j(x) = (I-x) 2 s" x"
k-I
with J(x) the function corresponding to 8. Then
00
Ij(x)-J(x)I~(I-x) 2 Is"-s,,llx/"<e, (O~x<I).
k-I
Hence, if limz-c j(x) exists, !(x) is bounded on the interval (O~x<1).
Now we have
( 1) tl (1)" C(I- ~)n 00 ( 1)"! 1-- -§n~ 2/1£,,111-- -11+ n 2 1--n k-I n k-I n
n
1 tl
~- 2 kld"I+C=O(I).
n 10-1
From this it follows that § is a bounded sequence and hence 8 is a bounded
sequence. This completes our proof which for the most part is derived
from standard techniques, see (1) for example.
It is well known that (C, 1) and the Abel method limit tho same Bet
of bounded sequences, see (1). All we need do is to show that the class
of bounded sequences limited by (0, 1) intersects E in the convergent
sequences and we shall have proved that E is a 'I'auberian condition for
both (C, 1) and Abel summability.
THEOREM 2. The set E is a Tauberian condition for both (0, 1) and
Abel summability.
PROOF: * We shall in fact show that if {Sn} is (0,1) limitable and
{Sn} E E then {sn} is convergent.
Since {s»} E E, for every e> 0 there exists « O; ~ 1 and sequence {s~}
such that
Is~-s~_II~Oe, ISn-s~l~e, (n=I, 2, ... ).
n
• I thank Professor J. Korevaar for this simple proof of Theorem 2.
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Let 8 n =S1+... +8n • We may assume without loss of generality that
the Cesaro limit of {8n } is zero . Hence, for every d > 0, there exists an
no(d) such that 18nl<dn, n>no(d). Now for O<h~n,
18nl = I8 fHh -8n - (sn+1 - Sn)+ 'k' + (Sn+h-Sn)I
::;; d(n+h+n) IS~+l -8~1 +... + IS~H -s~1
- h + h
+ IS~+l-8n+11+ 18~ -snl +...+18~+1I-Sn+hl + 18~-snl
h
3.1\110 (I+ .. . +h) 2 hE~ uk +cs nh + h
n h~361i +cs1i +2E.
After choosing E, we may take 6=E2jOs and h= [(EjOs)n] and it follows
that ISnl < 7E, n>no.
2. Since E includes all of the convergent sequences, it is in some ways
a more satisfactory Tauberian condition than E. We shall now give an
example of a non convergent sequence in E\E. This example will be a
sequence s satisfying Sn-Sn-1 = O(f(n )jn), lim sup j(n) =00, lim inf j(n) = 1.
Suppose that 8n=s(n) has been defined for n~m(k)=m(k, 0) and tha.t
a(m(k, 0»=0. We proceed to define s(n) and the indices
m(k, 0), m(k, I) ... m(k, 2r) =m(k+ I, 0).
Let 8(n) -s(n-I)= Ijn, m(k, O)~n-I <m(k, I) provided that s(n-I) <
<i-Ijn; otherwise, let a(n)=s(m(k, 1»=1. Let 8(n)-s(n-I)= -Ijn
m(k, I)~n-I<m(k, 2) provided that 8(n-I»ljn; otherwise, let s(n)=
=8(m(k,2»=0.
In general let, s(n)-a(n-I)=lOPjn, m(k, 2p)~n-l<m(k, 2p+l) pro-
vided s(n-I) < 2-(p+1) -IOPjn; otherwise let 8(n)=s(m(k, 2p+ I»= 2-(p+1).
Let s(n)-s(n-I)= -lOPjn, m(k, 2p+I)~n-l<m(k, 2p+2) provided
that 8(n-I»IOPjn; otherwise let s(n)=s(m(k, 2p+2»=0.
This process is to continue until lOp jn > 2-(p+1) or p = k2 whichever
occurs first. In this case, set m(k, 2p)=m(k, 2r)=m(k+ 1,0) and the process
begins again with s(m(k+I»=O.
We can construct {x(n)} so that x(n) =0 if 18(n)-s(n-I)I~10%Jjnand
x(n)=s(n) if js(n )- s(n - l )1 < lOPjn. For this sequence we clearly have
Ix(n)-x(n-I)I<IOPjn and sup Is(n)-x(n)l<2-<P+2) so that sEE.
On the other hand, m(k, 2p+3)-m(k, 2p+2) is approximately
m(k, 2p+2) x lQ-<P+1) x 2-(p+2)
467
and if Ix(n)-x(n-l)l~lOPjnthen Ix(m(k, 2p+3»-x(m(k, 2p+2»1 is less
than
lOP 1
m(k 2p +2) x lO-(p+1) x 2-(p+2) x or - x 2-(p+2)
, m(k,2p+2) 10
and sup )s(n)-x(n)j >2-(P+5)jlO and 81= E.
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